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Global Campus
In 1997, when RIT established its presence in Croatia, not many others had the vision to see what the country would be today—a popular tourist destination, with a bustling economy and new member of the European Union. With campuses in both the small coastal city of Dubrovnik as well as the capital city of Zagreb, RIT Croatia enrolls over 600 students not only from within Croatia, but throughout Europe, Australia, South America and the United States.

Dubrovnik is truly a unique destination that magnificently combines the natural beauty of the pristine Adriatic Sea and mountainous Croatian landscape with outstanding architecture and old-world city planning.

The stunning city of Dubrovnik with its historic Old Town became a UNESCO World Heritage site in 1979. The gleaming marble streets are lined with baroque buildings and Renaissance fountains and has recently become the setting for the popular television series “Game of Thrones”.

The history of Dubrovnik is a fascinating study of the rise of a great maritime power that lived in peace and prosperity for nearly five centuries. But Dubrovnik is so much more than a fascinating Old Town. It is a first class Adriatic resort complete with beautiful pebble beaches and a vibrant nightlife.

When you are in Dubrovnik, your learning will continue beyond the walls of the classroom. Visit the ancient Roman salt flats that are still in production today. Attend numerous cultural festivals that are unique to the Dalmatian Coast. Simply sit at one of the many sidewalk cafes and listen to the stories of your classmates. Walk atop the city walls, go for a hike, or take a ferry to one of the many nearby islands.

Visit Dubrovnik and experience every aspect of its captivating, charming, safe and beautiful atmosphere.
DUBROVNIK CAMPUS

RIT Croatia’s campus in Dubrovnik is located at Don Frana Bulica 6, just a few steps from the main entrance to Old Town, a historic section of Dubrovnik. The RIT Croatia building contains classrooms, faculty and staff offices, student lounges, a copy center, a library, three computer labs and is fully equipped with the latest technology including wireless internet access.

WHEN

Fall/Spring Semester*

*Special programming offered during intersession and summer

ACADEMICS

Students typically take a minimum of 12 credits (4 courses) during their academic term abroad.

Courses for the academic year are available in the following areas of study:

- ACCOUNTING
- TRAVEL/TOURISM
- INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
- INTERNATIONAL HOSPITALITY & SERVICE MANAGEMENT
- MATHEMATICS
- MODERN LANGUAGES
- LIBERAL ARTS

Courses focus on critical thinking, decision-making, communication and leadership - all skills necessary for success in today’s global work environment. The teaching methods promote interaction and active participation between students and faculty. Study abroad students are encouraged to get involved with activities outside of the classroom to immerse themselves in their new environment and provide additional cultural learning.

TUITION

Students pay RIT tuition* for fall and spring semester study abroad programs in Croatia.

*Tuition for summer/intersession programs may vary.

PROGRAM FEE

The program fee includes the following:

- Housing
- Cultural experience field trips
- Global travel assistance*  
- Airport arrival and departure transportation  
- In country orientation by RIT Croatia staff
- Official translation of visa documents

*All students who study at an RIT Global Campus are enrolled in Frontier Medex emergency evacuation travel insurance. For detailed cost information, please contact the RIT Global office and make an appointment with an advisor.

HOUSING IN DUBROVNIK

Students live in furnished apartments which are conveniently located close to campus and other surrounding sites. Local bus service is reliable, easy to use and affordable, which allows virtually unlimited travel within the region.

*Summer/intersession programs may have alternate housing

STUDENT EXPERIENCE AND EXCURSIONS

For over 15 years, RIT Croatia has made its home in Dubrovnik, providing students with excellent support throughout their study abroad program.

Students in Dubrovnik have the opportunity to participate in field trips that include a two-night stay in Bosnia and Herzegovina, overnight trip to Montenegro and day trip to nearby Trsteno.

Students will have the opportunity to participate in activities such as fall/spring barbeques, community service projects, guest lectures and other university events.

Dubrovnik also offers entertainment options that include the cinema, concerts, museums, sightseeing, disco clubs and local community experience.
ZAGREB
- THE CITY OF MUSEUMS

Zagreb is a bustling Central European-style city with classic and modern architecture, winding cobblestone streets, and old city neighborhoods. The city boasts more than 20 museums, along with a variety of art galleries, cafes, and stylish boutiques. Perfectly situated between central Europe and the Adriatic Sea, Croatia’s capital is home to nearly 800,000 of the country’s residents.

Zagreb is a city that will surprise you. Visitors are invited to explore this cosmopolitan city on foot to discover its unique historic and cultural treasures. Meet friends for coffee at the famous Ban Jelacic Square. Stroll through nature parks and promenades. Relax on the beach at Lake Jarun. Experience the thrilling nightlife with concerts, clubs, sporting events, theatre, and more. There are endless opportunities awaiting you!

ZAGREB CAMPUS

The Zagreb campus is located at Damira Tomljanovica 15 in Bundek Center, a brand new facility that includes restaurants and coffee shops. Located across from beautiful Bundek Park, the new facility contains classrooms, faculty/staff offices, library, auditorium, student lounges and computer labs. Classrooms are fully equipped with the latest technology, and wireless internet access is available.

WHEN

Fall/Spring Semester*
*Special programming offered during intersession and summer

ACADEMICS

Students typically take a minimum of 12 credits (4 courses) during their academic term abroad.

Courses for the academic year are available in the following areas of study:

- INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
- INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
- MATHEMATICS
- ECOLOGY
- STATISTICS
- MODERN LANGUAGES
- PSYCHOLOGY
- PHILOSOPHY
- MACROECONOMICS
- ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE

Courses focus on critical thinking, decision-making, communication and leadership - all skills necessary for success in today’s global work environment. The teaching methods promote interaction and active participation between students and faculty. Study abroad students are encouraged to get involved with activities outside of the classroom to immerse themselves in their new environment and provide additional cultural learning.

PROGRAM SNAPSHOT

LOCATION
Zagreb, Croatia

CREDITS
Semester – 12 to 15 credits

HOUSING
Student shared apartments
TUITION

Students pay RIT tuition* for fall and spring semester study abroad programs in Croatia.

*Tuition for summer/intersession programs may vary.

PROGRAM FEE
The program fee includes the following:

- Housing
- Cultural experience field trips
- Global travel assistance*
- Airport arrival and departure transportation
- In-country orientation by RIT Croatia staff
- Official translation of visa documents

*All students who study at an RIT Global Campus are enrolled in Frontier Medex emergency evacuation travel insurance. For detailed cost information, please contact the RIT Global office and make an appointment with an advisor.

HOUSING IN ZAGREB

Students live in furnished apartments which are conveniently located close to campus and other surrounding sites. Local bus service is reliable, easy to use and affordable, which allows virtually unlimited travel within the region.

*Summer/intersession programs may have alternate housing

STUDENT EXPERIENCE AND EXCURSIONS

For over 15 years, RIT Croatia has provided students with excellent support throughout their study abroad experience. This experience will be further enhanced by day trips as well as some overnight excursions.

Excursions for students at our Zagreb campus will include a tour of Zagreb, a two day trip to Istria, two days in Slavonia, and a day trip to the beautiful Plitvice Lakes National Park. Students will have the opportunity to participate in activities such as fall/spring barbeques, community service projects, guest lectures and other university events.

Zagreb also offers plenty of entertainment options including the cinema, concerts, museums, sightseeing, disco clubs and local community experience.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
If you would like to request additional information about RIT Global study abroad, please contact the RIT Global office or visit our web site.

Rochester Institute of Technology
Constellation Commons for Global Learning
RIT Global Village
585-475-4466
www.rit.edu/global